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Market Overview The falling US and China markets dragged on HK stocks. SHCOMP lost 4.3% 
last Friday and HSI tumbled 551pts to 28,228 with HKD144b turnover. 
Also, below expectation economic data hurt sentiment. China’s Feb 
export fell 20.7% YoY and imports dropped 5.2%, both below market 
expectation. Correction has started and we expect more downside in the 
next 1-2 weeks.  

Sector News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

China Property Sector 
Physical market cooled off during Chinese New Year holiday, partly due to fading hometown buying 
sentiment in lower-tier cities, in our view. The post-holiday market is gradually showing signs of 
recovery, especially in first- and core second-tier cities where the market had undergone prolonged 
correction dragged by volatile stock market and austerity policies.  
Some new launches in core cities posted robust sales such as Beijing, Shenzhen, Nanjing and Wuhan. Post-
CNY sales momentum is expected to rebound in March.  
 
China Consumer Staple 
Most China consumer staples stocks will report FY18 earnings during 15-30 March. Overall, a moderating 
2H18 on both sales growth YoY and margin expansion are expected. The sub-category trend will likely 
diverge further and market’s key focus will be on (1) companies' guidance on 2019 outlook, (2) pricing 
competition, and 3) individual company initiatives. 
 
Chinese Stock Brokers  
Last week, nine Hong Kong listed China brokers announced February 2019 monthly operating data, with 
aggregate net profit of RMB5.4b (+48% MoM, +330% YoY) and revenue of Rmb11.0bn (+12% MoM, +181% 
YoY). The improvement was mainly due to robust growth in A-share average turnover lifted by a buoyant 
trading environment. Related stocks: China Galaxy (6881 HK), Haitong (6837 HK), Guangfa (1776 HK).   

Company News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Huadian Power (1071 HK) 
Market expects company to stand out among peers with its low unit fuel cost in 2018-20F. Its coal trading 
arm has been helping to control coal purchasing cost. Different from IPP peers that directly own mining 
assets, its asset-light coal trading company can largely lower the operational risks and earnings 
fluctuations stemming from coal mining. 
 
China Gas (384 HK) 
142m shares were sold by employees (share option scheme) to external third party. This placement is 
positive given the removal of a major overhang and investors should now refocus on fundamentals. The 
stock has underperformed peers YTD and may play catch-up thereafter.  
 
China Traditional Chinese Med (570 HK) 
Market forecasts the company to net profit growth of 30% YoY in FY18F, driven by higher-than-average 
growth of concentrated TCM granules, steady growth in TCM finished drugs, and promising prospect of 
TCM decoction pieces.  
 
 



FIT Hon Teng (6088 HK) 
Market expects company’s earnings growth to re-accelerate in 2H19, given: (1) ramp-up of 400G for 
datacom starting in 2H19, (2) improving Belkin profitability, (3) strong automotive business growth driven 
by ADAS and acquisitions, and (4) upgrade of server CPU socket configuration by end-2019. 
 
Q Tech (1478 HK)  
Sales of camera modules rose 37% YoY to 13.8m in February, but decreased 49% MoM. The monthly 
decrease was mainly due to Chinese New Year holiday and the traditional seasonal factors.   
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